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OPPORTUNITIES AND PITFALLS OF INTERNATIONAL FUTURES 

MARKETS TRADING BY DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: 

THE CASE OF ZAIRE COFFEE EXPORTS 

Abstract 

Profitable direct and cross hedging opportunities exist for Zaire coffee 

hedgers, and some periods may offer significantly superior opportunities. 

External events and internal policy changes contributed to instability of Zaire 

hedge ratios. The importance of internal economic and financial changes must 

also be considered to supplement international coffee market information. 



OPPORTUNITIES AND PITFALLS OF INTERNATIONAL FUTURES MARKETS TRADING 

BY DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: THE CASE OF ZAIRE COFFEE EXPORTS 

Coffee is the most valuable internationally-traded agricultural commodity 

(Petzel 1984). Coffee earnings are vitally important to its producers, but 

coffee markets are often subject to short-run price instability at both the local 

and international levels. Export earnings from coffee vary greatly among 

producing nations and from year to year, depending, among other factors, on 

internal crop and trade policies. Internal coffee policies differ from country 

to country for various reasons--types of producers (e.g., peasants or state 

plantations), coffee exporter institutions (private or government organizations), 

and the importance of coffee to the economy (Marshall). 

The U.S. and Europe are the major markets for coffee and international 

coffee markets tend to be located near the poles of consumption--New York and 

London. Most African coffee is traded in Europe, while Latin American coffee 

goes primarily to the U.S. and Canada. Market shares are decided annually by the 

International Coffee Organization (IGO). Multinational corporations are also 

believed to influence world coffee trade, because they control processing and 

marketing of coffee internationally (Dinham and Hines). Under such conditions, 

many coffee producers, processors, and handlers have attempted to reduce their 

exposure to adverse price fluctuations in these markets, or at least to more 

accurately predict unfavorable changes. 

successful. 

Few of these efforts have proven 

Zaire Coffee Marketing System 

Coffee exports accounted for 12.8% of Zaire's total export earnings during 

1978 to 1986. In Zaire, coffee is grown by peasants, small farmers, Zairian 

companies, and foreign enterprises~ Two-thirds of Zaire coffee production is 
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robusta and the remainder is washed arabica. Coffee is seldom sold in the 

general markets; rather, it is sold in direct exchange between small producers 

and traders, controlled by a state organization, Office Zairois du Cafe (OZACAF). 

This parastatal agency regulates transactions of private exporters, administers 

the ICO quota, and acts as a principal in the export business. Certain low 

grades are, by law, reserved for OZACAF to supply local, small-scale processors. 

European Community (EC) markets purchased 84. 2% of Zaire's exported coffee during 

1978-1986. Zaire is deficient in its foreign debt repayment capacity. Various 

internal and external marketing problems have been cited among the causal factors 

of this deficiency, and policy makers have reportedly paid little attention to 

Zairian agriculture. Increased export earnings through internationally-traded 

crops such as coffee--77% of Zaire's agricultural exports--could contribute 

greatly. 

From 1978 to 1988, four distinct periods can be identified on the basis of 

Zairian policy changes that shaped its coffee industry, policy changes that were 

considered crucial in stimulating production, exports, diversification, and 

repatriation of capital. The first period began in 1978, when adjustments were 

made to lower the tax on coffee exports and improve the exchange rate, interest 

rate, and producer prices (Tshibaka). The second period initiated measures of 

demonetization in December, 1979, limiting the amount of currency which exporters 

had available to buy coffee during the main 1979-80 coffee harvesting season 

(USDA 1981) . The third period introduced in 1983 a number of far-reaching 

economic and financial measures, most importantly the devaluation of Zaire's 

c_urrency, decontrol of most prices, and substantial simplification of the foreign 

exchange and trade system (Tshibaka). The last period, beginning February, 1986, 

followed severe drought in Brazil and a subsequent decrease in the world coffee 
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supply. The IGO lifted export quotas and Zaire greatly reduced its stocks by 

selling on world markets. 

Despite potential advantages from futures trading, relatively little has 

been done to attract public interest to their use in and by Third World countries 

(TWCs). The principal objective of this study is to evaluate the use of 

international futures markets by private Zaire coffee exporters or OZACAF, 

covering that portion of market risk not met by either forward contracting or 

cash (spot) markets. Specifically, to select and evaluate: 1) direct hedging 

strategies using robusta futures contracts on the London Coffee Terminal Market 

(LCTM); 2) cross-hedging strategies using coffee "C" contracts on the Coffee, 

Sugar, and Cocoa Exchange in New York (CSCE); and 3) hedging effectiveness 

comparison of these strategies. Theoretical and procedural aspects of analysis 

are briefly discussed, followed by presention and interpretation of results. 

Implications for Zaire producers/marketing agents conclude the paper. 

Related Research and Theoretical Approach 

The primary exports of TWCs, which are largely raw materials consumed or 

used in manufacturing in industrial countries, have received little attention in 

commodity futures literature compared to commodities produced in advanced nations 

(Rajaraman). The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) 

encouraged increased participation by TWCs in futures markets, stressing 

potential benefits- -price discovery, price and market information, pricing 

options, and inventory finance. Kofi, Powers and Tosini, and, more recently, 

~hompson (1985, 1986) and Rajaraman have studied TWC use of futures markets and 

prices for cocoa, coffee, rubber, and other TWC commodities exports. Reluctance 

by TWCs to use futures markets can be partially attriquted to distrust about the 
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unbiasedness of futures trading vis-a-vis developed countries regarding delivery 

terms, speculation, and surveillance/regulatory restrictions (Thompson 1985). 

Foreign exchange scarcity may place even greater constraints on traders in TWCs, 

or for TWCs themselves (Thompson 1985; Petzel 1985). Later, Thompson (1986) 

found that coffee futures prices did not accurately reflect total world supplies 

of coffee stocks and that, for both the CSCE and LCTM, returns to storage for 

coffee futures were highly variable around the supply of storage curve. Kuhn 

suggested that TWCs could use international futures markets successfully for 

hedging traded commodities. 

Coffee futures for Zaire's coffee exports are examined in this study by the 

amount of risk that can be reduced, the potential tradeoff between risk and 

returns, and the variability of the optimal hedge ratios over five time periods: 

a) January 1978 to June 1980, b) July 1980 to June 1983, c) July 1983 to January 

1986, d) February 1986 to March 1988, and e) January 1978 to March 1988. The 

fifth period is the entire study period. An optimal hedge is defined here as a 

combination (portfolio) of futures and cash positions a trader wishes to hold, 

given a level of expected returns and risks, and has been illustrated variously 

by Anderson and Danthine (1980, 1981), Kahl, Miller, and others. Brown, Herbst, 

and Bond et al. have attempted to clarify the derivation of hedge ratios with 

respect to the parameters and their accurate interpretation. 

Hedging Effectiveness Measure 

Correlation coefficients between Zaire cash coffee prices and futures prices 

are computed using time series data for portfolio estimates. An autoregressive 

' procedure is used to transform the variables where the error terms are not 

independent over time (Judge et al.). Following Ederington, expected returns, 

R, on a risk-minimizing portfolio are given: 
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(1) E(R) - XcE[Pc2 - Peil + XfE[Pf2 - Pn] - K(~f), 

with a variance: 

(2) Var(R) - X/a/ + X/a/ + 2XcXfacf• 

where Xe and Xf are units of cash and futures assets, respectively, Pel• Pc2, Pn, 

and Pf2 are cash and futures prices at time t 1 and time t 2, respectively, and ac, 

af, and acf are respectively subjective variances and covariances of the possible 

price movements over the time of the hedge, and K(Xf) represents brokerage and 

all other futures transactions costs. Let b = - Xf/Xc, the proportion of the 

spot position which is hedged; then the risk-minimizing parameter estimate, b*, 

is given: 

(3) b* = acrfa/ 

This minimum-variance hedge is equal to the coefficient of the regression of spot 

price changes on futures price changes. 

The hedging effectiveness measure of the risk-minimizing position is then 

estimated in terms of the reduction in variance of the hedged over the variance 

of the unhedged position, or: 

(4) HE= 1 - Var(Hedged)/Var(Unhedged) = 1 - Var(R*)/Var(U), 

where Var(R*) denotes the minimum variance on a portfolio containing a futures 

contract. Rewriting and replacing b with b*, the hedging effectiveness measure 

is the ratio: 

(5) HE -= acrfacaf. 

or, the sample coefficient of determination for hedges of a given duration. 

Risk-Return Trade-off 

Implications of the risk-minimizing approach as a nonrefutable, realistic, 

investment process concerned Anderson and Danthine (1980), Howard and D'Antonio, 

Nelson and Collins, Gjerd~, and others. Simply offsetting the hedger's existing 
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cash position was considered inadequate; it has been suggested that the 

effectiveness of hedging should not be based on risk reduction alone, but should 

also consider expected returns. This study uses a closed-form solution proposed 

by Howard and D'Antonio. Adjusted by Gjerde with respect to a possible 

alternative measuring the hedger's portfolio improvement of investing in futures 

markets, this measure allows ranking individual benefits among hedgers, and, 

assuming the hedger's expected return per unit of futures position is positive, 

the risk-return measure of hedging effectiveness is expressed: 

(6) HE 

where .\ 

± { [ (1 - 2.\p + .\2)/(1 - p2 ) ]li(l - iPc1/Ur) + iPc1/Uc} 

(Note that HE is + if iPcl < Uc, - if iPc1 >Uc), 

spot-futures correlation coefficient, and 

p the relative risk-return tradeoff, derived by Gjerde . 

.\ can be interpreted as the risk-to-excess-return relative of the futures versus 

the spot position, or the ratio of variation of the excess returns of the cash 

to the futures position. Thus, .\ indicates the attractiveness of engaging in 

futures versus spot positions such that the higher is the value of.\, the higher 

the attractiveness to trading futures relative to an unhedged cash position. 

Parameter p is the correlation coefficient between the expected excess payoff per 

unit of the futures and the cash position. 

considered, i = 0, hedging effectiveness is: 

(7) HE=± [(l - 2.\p + .\2 )/(1 - p2)].\ 

If the risk-free asset is not 

The ratio of the expected excess returns of the portfolio where futures contracts 

are included to the expected excess returns of the initial position regardless 

~f the hedger's risk aversion level provides an indication of the potential 

improvement in excess returns (Gjerde). 
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Hedge Ratio Variability 

Hedging ratios are much more valuable to hedgers when they are expected to 

be relatively stable over a period of time, generally one to two years (Francis). 

If stability cannot be verified, these statistics are not robust and the trader 

must continuously adjust his strategies. A dummy variable (0, 1 binary) test is 

used to determine whether the optimal hedge ratio over intermediate hedging 

periods underwent structural changes during the Zaire study period, following 

Gujarati: 

(8) be= a+ P1bf + P2 (D1bf) + P3 (D2bf) + P4 (D3bf), 

where be is a change in cash prices, bf is a change in futures prices, Di= 1 for 

the period under consideration and Di= 0 for all other periods. If the hedge 

ratio is stable over time, then P2 = p3 p4 = 0. Unstable hedge ratios could 

indicate that Zairian coffee or other export- related policies had significant 

impacts on the trade of Zaire coffee. 

Results 

The IGO has been one of the most successful international commodity 

price-stabilization groups (Teweles and Jones). Under the IGO, most coffee 

stocks are stored in producing countries and are purposefully withheld from the 

market to support prices. One may, for a particular location and time, encounter 

smaller actual stocks than estimates of apparently available coffee. Merchants' 

reactions to IGO markets occur at the market information and transport levels. 

Coffee prices were lagged at three levels--one, two and five weeks--to reflect 

~iming of hedging decisions. Zaire coffee shipments to Europe can take four to 

five weeks--exporters produce or buy coffee at interior locations, direct its 

movement to ports, load it aboard ships, and supervise its delivery to 
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destination. The shipment activity should be controlled in order not to 

accumulate supplies at a much faster, nor slower, rate than sales. Exporters, 

usually long cash commodity, may occasionally be short cash coffee at the 

destination. 

Zairian coffee exports stowed at Le Havre are quoted in French francs, and 

prices in London and New York were converted into French francs. Contracts are 

defined on Zaire coffee exports and are cash-dependent, with LCTM coffee futures 

contracts for direct single hedges (Zairian coffee is a deliverable grade at the 

LGTM), GSGE coffee futures contracts for cross- hedges, and a composite portfolio 

of both LGTM and GSGE futures. With a positive estimated coefficient, a short 

direct single hedge or a cross hedge would involve selling coffee futures 

contracts respectively in London and New York. Risk-minimizing hedge ratios of 

basis changes for five-week shipment periods are presented in table 1. One- and 

two-week ratios were similar. 

Price changes in futures contracts do not generally match price movements 

in the Zaire cash markets. The hedging decision rule suggests that the general 

Zaire strategy would have been selling coffee futures contracts on the LGTM, but 

could include non-zero units of both LGTM and GSGE contracts. The hedging 

effectiveness measure was low, but Brown found very low R2s using a percentage 

returns-based model and still concluded that better hedge ratio estimates could 

be obtained using price changes than price levels. Differences in magnitudes of 

the regression coefficients between periods may be explained by the changes in 

Zaire coffee policies with respect to adjustments discussed earlier and tested 

in a later section. 
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Risk-Return Trade-off 

Perceptions of· marketing strategies including futures contracts are 

subjective, and two hedgers seldom have the same level of hedging performance 

using the same commodity contract if they hold different expectations and 

preferences. The risk-return trade-off measures the ratio of the expected Table 

1 returns of the portfolio to the expected returns of the initial (or an 

alternative) position, or the hedging effectiveness measure of Howard and 

D'Antonio, expressed in equation (7). 

Practically, if A> p, a hedger long in cash would go short (sell) futures, 

because those parameters suggest that futures prices are above the hedgers' price 

expectations and there is a decreasing absolute risk aversion due to expected 

profit. For the case of Zaire coffee exports, A> pis applicable in all periods 

(Table 2). Thus, if the Zairian coffee hedger has a long cash position, he could 

profit by establishing a short position in futures markets. Improvement in the 

portfolio net returns can be computed: 

(9) EP = (HE - 1)*100, 

where EP is the percentage enhancement of portfolio excess returns given any 

level of risk, and HE is the hedging effectiveness measure. In London markets, 

a Zairian coffee exporter could have enhanced the portfolio excess returns from 

4. 88% in period 2 to 65. 63% in period 3, and 21. 79% on average overall (Table 2). 

Both CSCE and LCTM futures provided potential improvement in profit opportunities 

through hedging. Lower results in some periods suggest that traders be wary of 

long-term estimates and adjust hedge ratio estimates periodically. Period 3 

offered sizeable improvements in portfolio excess returns, especially in London 

robusta contracts. 
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Hedge Ratio Variability 

Variability in the hedge ratio is shown in absolute price level and in price 

change specifications, respectively (table 3). Both New York and London coffee 

markets had ,8-coefficients significantly different from zero, indicating that the 

coffee hedger would have had to adjust strategies to increase performance in each 

period. Internal Zaire policies had demonstrable impacts on local coffee prices 

and likely caused much of the Table 2, Table 3 instability of the hedge ratios 

over the period (10 years). Timing of the hedging decision is dependent on 

market and transportation information. 

Implications and Conclusions 

Astute traders in TWCs have long observed the international markets in 

currency exchange rates, but commodity futures trading has been relatively 

ignored or disregarded as an alternative profit opportunity. Profitable direct

and cross hedging opportunities exist for Zaire coffee hedgers, and certain 

periods offered significantly superior opportunities in terms of potential 

profit, risk reduction, and improvement in excess returns. Zaire coffee traders 

could noticeably improve portfolio performance under the assumption that they 

have neither infinite nor zero risk aversion coefficients, but, regardless of the 

risk-aversion level, improvements in the portfolio excess returns could have been 

achieved quite reliably. 

Some external events and policy time periods contributed to instability of 

the Zaire hedge ratios. The importance of internal economic and financial 

e:hanges must be considered to supplement the . international coffee market 

information. Zairian economic and financial measures, specifically with respect 

to deregulation, changes in exchange rates, interest rates, and producer prices, 
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are factors that Zaire coffee exporters would necessarily have to consider when 

estimating portfolio positions. 

Fluctuations in export earnings often have devastating effects on the 

economies of TWGs, especially when the price decline is generalized in most raw 

cornrnodi ty exports. Price stabilization policies are important and can be 

effective at the domestic level, where government policies can often influence 

domestic coffee price without causing large fluctuations in coffee stocks. TWGs 

that monitor information on the coffee futures markets have an edge on profitable 

opportunities to increase their earnings. 



Table 1. Hedging Zaire Cash Coffee Exports under Risk Minimization, Price 
Change Specification (5-week lag). 

PERIOD HE RMSE DF Estimated Futures Parameters 
Intercept CSCE "C" LCTM 

.092 51. 90 123 - 1. 541 + .060 
(-.265) (1.263) 

1 .094 51. 82 123 - 1. 587 + .086 
(-.278) (1.578) 

.095 52.00 122 - 1.566 - .032 + .067 
(-.276) ( - .526) (.980) 

.237 67.04 149 2.819 + .422 
(.823) (6.717)* 

2 .343 62.21 149 2.319 + .629 
(. 871) (9 .150);'<-

.367 61. 27 148 2.107 + .175 + .496 
(.806) (2.391)* (5.642);', 

.268 84.02 129 0.509 + .360 
(.089) (7 .189);\-

3 .347 79.40 129 2.215 + .535 
(. 453) (8.865);'<-

.373 78.10 128 1.056 + 1. 531 + .401 
(.227) (2.306)* (4. 682);'<-

.392 86.35 104 - 4.049 + .426 
(-.702) (7.116)* 

4 .534 75.59 104 - 3. 777 + . 722 
(-.908) (10.978);', 

.533 76.06 103 - 3.731 + .020 + . 696 
(-.857) ( .224) (5.817);'<-

.236 75.10 526 - 0.852 + .365 
(-.337) (12.965)* 

5 .318 70.95 526 - 0.584 + .541 
(-.275) (16.503)* 

.334 70.19 525 - 0.621 + .134 + ,422 
(-.302) (3.459)* (8. 785);'<-

* Significant at p = .OS 
(): Parentheses indicate asymptotic t-values for H0 : B 0 at p .OS 



Table 2. Relative Risk-Return Coefficients and Hedging Potential of 
Zaire Coffee, 1978-1986. 

Hedge Time Period 
1 2 3 4 5 

Risk-Return Coefficients 
(Price Change Correlation Coefficients) 

ZAIRE CASH- .5978 .6870 1.6350 1. 2600 .2290 
CSCEFUTR (.1898) (.3968) ( .4684) (.3946) (. 4030) 

ZAIRE CASH- .3555 .8570 .9250 .9830 .6670 
LCTMFUTR (.2168) (.4974) (.5467) (.5406) (. 4952) 

Hedging Potential 

ZAIRCASH-
CSCEFUTR 1.0100 1.0825 1.0973 1.1298 1.0194 

ZAIRCASH-
LCTMFUTR 1.0829 1.0488 1. 6563 1. 3737 1.2179 

Table 3. Zaire Coffee Exports Hedge Ratio Variability, January 1978 to March 
1988 

LAG REG TOTAL RMSE Period Ratio Shifts Futures 
RSQ RSQ Contract 

Bl Bz B]. B~ 

Price Level Specification 

5 .357 .980 75 .. 79 .360 .242 .098 .337 CSCEFUTR 
(8.668)* (3.648)* (2. 667)* (1. 657)* 

.852 .980 75.33 .819 .632 .761 .582 LCTMFUTR 
(28.003)* (1.852)* (3.424)* (2.805)* 

Price Change Specification 

5 .253 .248 74.78 .185 .237 .193 .235 CSCEFUTR 
(2.743)* (2.470)* (2.380)* (2. 704 ),~ 

.362 .344 69.79 .261 .357 .271 .451 LCTMFUTR 
(3.632)* (3.354)* (3.004)* (4. 642),~ 

* Significant at p .05; (): Asymptotic t-values for H0 : B 0 at p .05 
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Sources of Data 

Zaire free on board (stowed Le Havre, France, f. o. b.) coffee prices 

(approximation of actual cash prices) quoted in French francs were collected from 

the weekly, Marches Tropicaux et Mediterraneens. Coffee futures prices of every 

trading Wednesday (Thursday if the former price was not available) on both LCTM 

and CSCE were collected from Financial Times of London. French francs were 

considered the cash currency. Exchange rates reported in Le Figaro were used to 

convert into French francs. 
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